Abstract-Kernel methods can effectively deal with the nonlinear problem. The methods not only can be used for data de-noising, also be effective for classification problems. Using kernel PCA method, we provide a more precise Zernike expansion, which can apparently improve the reconstruction accuracy. At the same time, explore learning the kernel function by the alignment. We verify that the alignment value and recognition rate is proportional relationship.
INTRODUCTION
Kernel methods are a family of machine learning algorithms based on the statistical theory and kernel technology [1] . Kernel methods can discover more accurate dependencies among the data via constructing nonlinear mapping relations [2] . Kernel plays an important role in kernel methods, because the calculation result is completely determined by it.
The kernel alignment is a measurement which can measure the similarity between matrices and kernels. Alignment was first introduced by Cristianini et al. [3] . It can be seen as the generalized cosine between matrices. When the sample set is identified, kernel alignment can measure the similarity between the kernel functions. Another definition of kernel alignment based on the feature space was given by Cortes et al. [4] . And some kernel functions were learned by the centred alignment. Some multi-class problems and regression problems can be solved by the SVMs based on alignment [5] . We provide a learning method by the alignment.
Using the kernel PCA, the principal component can be effectively obtained. Some methods were provided to sole the pre-image problems. The standard gradient ascent methods were used to solve the optimization problem of minimizing the reconstruction error by the Mika et al. [6] . To obtain the wave front, we will also use the iterative method.
Adaptive optics (AO) can effectively improve the capability of optical systems by actively compensating for aberrations [7] . The atmospheric turbulence, optical fabrication errors and the thermally induced distortions may cause the aberrations. The residual wave front error in AO systems includes the wave front reconstruction errors, servo lag errors, and errors due to CCD noise [8] . There are three common methods for the wave front reconstruction task: the zonal method [9] , the modal method [10] and the direct gradient method [11] .
In the modal method, the wavefront can be expanded into a set of orthogonal basis functions. And the expression coefficients can be estimated from the discrete phase slope measurements [12] . One often takes the Zernike polynomials as the wave front basis functions.
In the paper, we apply the learning methods of the wave front reconstruction of AO and the classification problems. The experiment results show that the nonlinear kernel can obtain very good wavefront reconstruction results. And verify that using the alignment can learn an optimal kernel function by numerical experiments.
II.
ALGORITHM AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
A. Kernel PCA
For the sample set
, we first map the samples 1 
The data can be centred by [6] 
The covariance matrix K  , ( ( ) ( ))
in F . In the paper, we choice the radial basis function For calculating the principal components in feature space F , we should firstly solve the characteristic
The solutions k α can be normalized by requiring that the corresponding vector
For the convenient, we still use k α to mark the normalized
the projection operator p P . The pre-image problem can be solved by calculating an optimal approximation vector z in input space
Replacing terms independent of z by Ω , we obtain
Obviously, the radial basis function ( , ) k x x const ≡ for all x . To solve the optimization problem (6), we utilize the standard gradient descent methods.
For a maximum value, the gradient with respect to z vanish
This leads to a necessary condition for the maxima 
with (0) z x = .
B. Alignment Definitions
For the sample set , ,
where 1 2 ,
denote the kernel matrices. And the inner production between matrices is defined by
It is easy to find that alignment
We can learn the kernel by maximizing the objective function (11) , ' A ( , ') ,
C. Wave Front Reconstruction
The Zernike polynomials are defined here by [13] 
The values of n and m are always integral and satisfy m n < , | | n m even − = . The index j is a mode ordering number and is a function of n and m .
A wave front phase ( ) r ϕ over a circular aperture of unit radius can be expressed as follows:
where k is the conventional ordering of the Zernike basis. In this paper the discrete phase slope measurements contain some white noises. Those make the Zernike expression coefficients contain large errors. Kernel PCA is powerful in de-noising [6] . We use it to remove some noises in the discrete phase slope measurements. And in modal wave front reconstruction, we use the least squares criterion to derive the optimal Zernike expression.
III. LEARNING COMBINED KERNEL
In the paper, we take the Gaussian kernels, because their performance is relatively stable. There is only one important parameter in the Gaussian function. In this section, we will learn the classifier function from the ( )
For the binary classification problem, the optimal bandwidth of Gaussian and the combination coefficient u can be obtained by calculating the maximum of function (15) .
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Wave Front Reconstruction
We use the kernel methods to de-noising for wave front of the AO. In Fig.1 shows the Zernike expressions under the conditions of the wave front with no-noises, noises and denoises. In order to test the effect of de-noising, the numerical simulation experiments are carried out under the different conditions. In the experiments, we get the Zernike expressions including 27 items by calculating the phase screen (256*256). Firstly, we get 100 samples by random sampling. And then trained the 100 samples and extracted the nonlinear features by kernel PCA analysis. We performed kernel PCA with these data using Gaussian kernels. Lastly, we applied our algorithm for de-noising. In Fig.1 , the figures (a2), (b2) and (c2) have some larger errors than the figures (a1), (b1) and (c1), and the figures (a3), (b3) and (c3) are obtained by de-noise using Kernel PCA.
In Table. I, S1-S5 are 5 different wave fronts. From the results we can find that the de-noise effect is very obvious. 
B. Classification Problems
To verify the selected parameters' generalization capability, we do some numerical experiments on some data set in Fig 2. The data set is from some printed matter. . In Fig 4 shows the training sample set. In Table. II and Table. III, provide more detailed experiment results. The results clearly show that the alignment values and recognition rates are proportional.
V. CONCLUSION
Kernel PCA is one of the most powerful techniques for feature extraction and de-noising. We can find that it is very effective in wave front reconstruction from the experiments in section IV. And the kernel can be learned by the alignment, because the alignment values and recognition rates are proportional. 
